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Welcome to this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity. A sprawling 6-bedroom, 3-bathroom luxury home set atop a whopping

20.86 hectares, nestled at the foothill of Walsh's Pyramid in Aloomba, and just a 30-minute drive to beautiful Cairns. This

extraordinary property offers breathtaking panoramic views that stretch from the coast to the mountains, overlooking

valleys, freshwater creeks and endless fields of sugarcane. Every detail of this residence exudes grandeur and elegance,

making it the perfect oasis for those seeking an unparalleled lifestyle. Enjoying an elevated position, the breathtaking

views are just the beginning of this story. This stunning property boasts extensive features that cater to contemporary,

comfortable living and practical functionality. Ideal for families and those with a passion for farming and the great

outdoors, this home offers everything you need for a truly fulfilling, private lifestyle.- 6 spacious bedrooms with

air-conditioning, including a deluxe parents' retreat- The parents' retreat is separated from the main house by a beautiful

covered breezeway - 3 luxurious bathrooms featuring high-end fixtures and finishes- Expansive living areas with an open

floor plan and separate ducted air-conditioning- Impeccable attention to detail with premium materials and finishes

throughout- State-of-the-art kitchen with stunning granite bench tops, induction cooktop, soft-close cabinetry and

butler's pantry- Top-of-the-line appliances and abundant storage space- Massive outdoor kitchen with a spectacular

6-burner dual BBQ and dishwasher - Fire pit area, perfect for cosy evenings under the stars- Extra wide doors and

hallways, with Bedroom 5 featuring a two-way bathroom - 2.8m high ceilings throughout the home- Custom-made

retractable screens to the bi-fold patio doors- Amazing storage options with an attic in the ceiling and a retractable ladder

for access- Wiring setup for a pool pump and electrical already installed, no need for digging- Rinnai gas hot water system

to the main house- Rheem Pronto hot water system to the master ensuite with an inbuilt hydro-electric generator (no

electrical connection required) - 15 AMP generator change-over switch to main powerboard- 586m2 total house size

(completed in 2018)- Large main house shed measuring 20.3m x 10.3m with three-phase power supply - Maintenance

shed with a 6-bay pit for heavy machinery, measuring 28m x 12m x 5.5m, with three-phase power and water- Seven fully

fenced individual paddocks, perfect for livestock- Cattle ramp included for easy handling of cattleThere are also two

container homes on the property which are set on a concrete base with space between them, each featuring: - 4 single

bedrooms with water, power, and a box air conditioner to the living area and 3 of the bedrooms- 2 toilets and showers-

Dimensions: 16m x 12.8m x 3.75m, rising higher in the middleThis exceptional property listing offers a rare chance to

secure your dream home in a stunning tropical paradise. With its massive proportions, luxurious features, and

breathtaking views, it truly is one of a kind. Enjoy the natural beauty of the region with its pristine creeks, lush rainforests,

and sweeping panoramas. Perfect for families looking for a peaceful, beautiful rural lifestyle with modern amenities just a

stone's throw from home.


